May 16, 2013

H.E. Nguyễn Văn Bình
Governor
State Bank of Vietnam
49 Lý Thái Tông
Hanoi, Vietnam

Dear Governor Binh:

Re: Additional Financing for Mekong Delta Transport Infrastructure Development Project and Amendment to Original Financing Agreement
(Credit Number 5200-VN & Credit Number 4306-VN Amendment)
Corrigendum to Financing Agreement

We refer to the Financing Agreement for ‘Additional Financing for Mekong Delta Transport Infrastructure Development Project and Amendment to Original Financing Agreement’ (Credit Number 5200-VN & Credit Number 4306-VN Amendment) between the International Development Association and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, dated March 8, 2013 (“Financing Agreement”).

It has come to our attention that the heading of the third and last column of the disbursement table under paragraph 2 of Section IV.A of Schedule 2 to the Financing Agreement inadvertently refers to “(inclusive / exclusive of Taxes)” whereas eligible expenditures should be financed 100% inclusive of taxes. We hereby correct this oversight by replacing “Percentage of Expenditures to be Financed (inclusive / exclusive of Taxes)” with “Percentage of Expenditures to be Financed (inclusive of Taxes)”.

This corrigendum becomes effective retroactively as of March 8, 2013.

Sincerely yours,

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Victoria Kwakwa
Country Director for Vietnam
East Asia and Pacific Region